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About This Game

Nighthaw-X3000 is a true time machine that will take you straight back to the 80s. Overexposed, neon colors, testosterone-
loaded badass, great, synthwave soundtrack and that specific vibe that in the past was exclusive to classic arcade cabinets.

Your name is James Pilecki and you have one-liner for every occasion. You are an elite pilot with… some issues. You are
dangerous, you have explosive personality. Some says that you are just crazy. They can be right, you were disciplinary

suspended after all. However, they also know that you are the best. Several days ago, aliens attacked earth. You were brought
back to service. Your old friend, Nighthaw-X3000 is waiting for you, refueled and ready to launch. It is time for war James.

Hop into the Nighthaw-X3000 and deal with the army of vicious aliens. There is only one rule – shoot everything on sight. Face
the story mode – 8 missions, filled with enemies and murderous threats. You will die. A lot.

Beat the story mode and try additional game modes:

Score Attack – break through the endless waves of enemies and compete with other players via online scoreboards.

Boss Rush – now you have a chance to take a revenge on those, who pissed you off the most in story mode. Can you beat
them all without respite?

Extreme mode – the question is, do you have enough balls to even try?
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Don’t forget – when you get tired of doing it all alone just call your bro and grab some beer because Nighthaw-X3000 supports
couch co-op in all available game modes.
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Love it and kinda hate it.

It's a great looking game with a kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665soundtrack, love the overall style of it all. Plays nicely
for the most part.

My main complaint is how it's much more a game of "avoid everything and run for your life" than a SHMUP. Your weapons hit
like wet noodles, you can hardly kill 2-3 of the 40 enemies on screen, which almost makes it pointless to even be firing at times.

Maybe it's balanced around coop? I'll be trying this soon, so we'll see. But still, it's a very well made game and I recommend it
for someone looking for something a little between a regular SHMUP and a bullet hell (sort of).. A nice SHMUP that gives the
sort of NES vibe from years past. Part of the difficulty comes down to memorizing how enemies act, boss patterns, and
obstacle\/hazard placement in some cases. The soundtrack is awesome and goes well with the gameplay.. This game stylistically
is amazing. i love neon 80's art style and this game is dripping in it. i am also a huge old school arcade fan and especially of the
shooter variety. this should absolutely be my thing...........but it isnt.

lots of modern developers seem to be putting together aestheticall pleasing games and yet making a hsh of the most important
imngredient 'FUN'.

id like to mention that the soundtrack is fantstic and i nkeeping with the 80's vibe, again another huge plus. but the slow
gameplay, awkward dodge mechanic and the absolutely downright dreadful power up system murders what should of been a
great game.

my advice is to speed it all up and add lots more of in level power ups, a game with tons of enemies and weak weapons is just
dull.

i wnated to love it but i simply dont.

one play of twenty minutes was enpough to know i wont bother again, i just wished i hadnt paid full price for it.. Old school
shooter with greate '80s style presentation.
For Me is hard, demanding lot concentration game.
Worth to play and recommend.

Elektryk grad. As good as (or better than) many other SHMUPs avaialble on Steam. You have a dodge\/teleport button, a super
button, etc. The direction of your attacks is automatic (straight ahead) so aside from orienting your ship in the right spot to take
out the waves of enemies and be aware of your own hitbox to evade their many attacks there's not much to the gameplay. The
level design can be a little bit bland, consisting of little more than a solid color and some grid lines or lasers to dodge. Although
the levels progress in a "constantly viewing the horizon approaching" vertical shooter kind of way seen in other games of the
genre, the game often has a cool effect of exaggerating how much this is "rolling" toward you, and often tilts the horizon to
make for an interesting effect while progressing.

The game provides various enemies with different attack patterns to mix up the gameplay often enough, and you are able to
select to swap your weapon or keep the one you have at level's end after defeating the big bosses of each stage. The soundtrack
inparticular is good, and the announcer adds to the game's overall well-done arcade-y effect.

I do wish you could upgrade your weapons or super by collecting pickups during the levels, but I have liked most all of the
weapons you can opt to pickup at the end of the level. The dialog's humor while funny at times (seeing a boss simply titled
"Mother\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Spider") begins to become one-note (titling the boss right after that "A Tiny
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Planet") The standouts of the game for me are the boss fights and the soundtrack, as the
soundtrack thumps along and you dodge the bosses' screen-filling attacks. I'm a fan of the new retro wave esque soundtrack so
that probably adds immensely to how much I enjoy the game, but if you're a fan of the retro SHMUP genre I think you will
probably enjoy this game.. A nice SHMUP that gives the sort of NES vibe from years past. Part of the difficulty comes down to
memorizing how enemies act, boss patterns, and obstacle/hazard placement in some cases. The soundtrack is awesome and goes
well with the gameplay.
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